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Admiral Irons is sheparding the new Federation along the best he can. The pirates are on the run for

the moment, the political situation is starting to jell, the Bek nexus is back in the fold, and the military

branches are finally hitting their stride.But, when all seems to be normal, that is when you tend to

lower your guard...
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One of the most solid and long running military sci-fi series on , and I've been through a lot of them.

The Gathering Strong confirms that the series is still going strong, and it will keep me waiting for the

next books. Maybe it will not be everyone's cup of tea (the variety of Neo races kind of stretches the

limits of credulity), but if you are a hardcore fan of the genre then at least try the first Wandering

Engineer book, if you happen to like it then a new universe will be open for you to explore.

This book ties into a lot of other books and in most cases clears some things up. I'm glad I gave this



author another shot. I had dumped him after the political statements in one of his books during the

election. If we wanted that we would have bought a news paper not a book. This is a good story and

story line and the author gives us a lot of reading for our money

A great read, kept me from getting any sleep until I was finished. Can't wait for the next book. The

author works hard to get a lot of material out to his fans , and does a great job of doing so. The fans

on the Facebook Paige make it a Paige worth visiting.

I wish he stop trying to drag out the story if I want soap opera I'll watch TV. I found myself rereading

other books of the series maybe 1/4 of new stuff. If this going to be his on going method then its

time to find another author.

Great story line, keeps you wanting MORE,read it on a weekend when you don't have other

plans,otherwise Sprite will have to reschedule for you!

This series, every book of it, is my favorite all time series that I have read at least 8-9 times. There is

no better author, and I appreciate the attention to detail and intricate stories that he weaves

between chapters, and between books. I just wish I could buy ten copies for my friends as well.

Although there were several chapters rehashing previously written material it was much less than

the previous novel. Also there is always some difficulty in keeping the various ship classes straight.

this book definitely keep your interest with plenty possible side stories for the future .It's a great

space fleet novel and I would recommend it to a any sci fi reader
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